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ABSTRACrb °.

A m-dianmale system is a system in which all faults may be identied

from the test results, peovided that the number of faults does not eceed r'. In

this paper we present an algorithm that may be used for the dinosis of the

system level BGM fault model proposed by Barsi, CGadoni and Macstrini,

whenever the system is r-diagoabe and the number of faults is at most r.
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11HE BCiM SYSTEM LEVEL FAULT MODEL

Comuskr a system S of n units u1, u2, ... , u, and a test digraph TD,

wh TD -(u,uj) ju, tests uj}). It is assumed that no unit tests itself, that

each unit is either faulty or nonfaulty, and that the state of each unit is con-,

stant during the application of the testing pArcedues If (u, ,u,) is in TD, then

u tests u, and the test outOOne a is asumed to be either "V" (uj passes the

test) or "10 (uj fails the test). The set of test outcomes ( aj I (u,,uj) E TD ) is

the syndrome of the system. In the BGM model proposed by Barst Grandoni

and Maestrini [1], the following relationships between faults and test outcomes

*w arss med

(i) if (uuj) is in TD and u, and uj are nonfaulty, then au -0-

(0 if (u,uj) is in TD, u is nonfauty and uj is faulty, then aij - 1;

(iii) if (uuj) is in TD and both u, and uj are faulty, then ay - 1;

(iv) if (uuj) is in TD, u, is faulty and uj is nonfaulty, then a may take either

the value 0 or 1.

Thus, if a unit u, is tested by a unit u and aj, -0, the unit u is nonfaulty.

Given a set of faulty units Fs, the computation of the correspo syn-

dromes is not diffiut, but to compute the sets of faulty units that are con-

sistent with a given syndrome is not as easy. In this paper, we address the

latter problem - namely, syndrome decoding - and we restrict ourselves to

.r-diagsablity in the sense of Preparata, Metze and Chien [6].

D rjfinhon 1: A system S is r-diagnoale if all faulty units within the system

can be identified without rplacement, provided that the number of faulty units

does not exceed r.

- In the mmaimder of this work, IAD will be used to denoter the number of

-d-
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elenents in the set A.

FAULT TIDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM

Our approah to system diagnosis consists in defining subsets V, HI, H 2

and H 3 that depend on the syndrome and two subsets W and X that depend

only on the test digraph, and then to relate those subsets to the set F of faulty

units in S.

The set V contains all the units in S that ae tested by at least one other

unit in S and found to be nonfal~ty by that umit, Le.,

V - e S I qj in S tsso that (u u) E TD and a -O. (1)

Th, if S is a BGM model, the unit se is nonfaulty whenever u, is in V.

The set H contain ll the units in S that are tested by at least one unit uy

in V and found faulty, and all the units in S that test at least one unit uJ in V,

and fin it faulty, Le.,

HI - (u, ES ISu in V exists so that (uyu) E TD and a-1 

u( e SI uj in V exists so that (u,uj) E TD and a- 1. (2)

One should note that if S is a BGM model, then the sets V and H1 ae

disjoint, and u, is faulty whenever u, is in HI.

The index set H 2 depends on the cardinality of the sets L (u,), where, for

every unit u, in S - (V UHI), the sets L (u) ar defined by

L(u)- uj IE S - (VUHI) I (u,uj) E TD and ai1 -)

U uj e S- (VUH) I (ujUA) C TD anda -1) .

"- Given u,, it is possible that uj exists so that (u, ,uj) and (uju,) are both in TD,

anda 0 -a- ap -I. Obviously, in such a case uj appears in L(u,) only once.



The set L(u) contains all the units adjcent to the unit u that must be faulty if

the unit ul Is actually nonfaulty. Given a scalar r, the set H 2 consists of all the

units in S, but not in V UH, such that the cardinality of L(u,) is strictly

preater than r, Le.,

H 2 -u, E S-(VUH) I IL(u,)I 1) . (3)

It s dear that if S is a BGM model and if at most r units in S are faulty, then

u, i faulywhenever it is in H 2.

The set H3 contains the remainin units in S, i.e.,
1 3 - S - (V UHIUH2 ).

The definition of the sets H1, H 2 and H3 immediately implies the follow-

ins lemma.

L nwsa I.-:If (i) S is a BGM model, and (ii) IFs I < r, then

HIUH 2 Q FS Q HIUH2 UH 3.

The two subsetsW andX ofS that are defined now depend only on the

test diraph TD and do not depend on the syndromes produced by faulty sets

of units. Note that the subset W is not used in the fault identification allo-

rithm, and is defined only to facilitate the analysis of the algorithm.

The set W contains all the units u in S such that (i) the unit u is tested

by exactly -other units, and (ii) a unit uj in S exists such that u1 is tested by

excliy r other units in S, and ul and uj test each other.

The set X be the set of ali units ul in S such that: (i) ul is tested by

.-* exatly 7r other units; (ii) a unit u1 exists such that uj is tested by exactly 'r

4 units in S an ald uj test each other, and (iii) a unitu k in S exists such that

[
.  the unit uk tests u, but not up, and uk is tested by at least one unit that does

4o
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not test U1.

We are now ready to present our fault ilentiiation algorithm.

41gridWun P.

Sto. Copute theset V as in Equation (1).

Step 1: f IS - V, et FA - S -- V and stop otherie, go to Step 2.

Step 2: Compute the sets H1 and H 2 as in Equations (2) and (3).

Step 3: If IHIUH21 - r, letFA - HIUH 2 and stop; otherwise, go to Step 4.

Step 4, Let FA -H 1UH 2U(H 3rtX) and stop.

ALGORITHM ANALYSIS

We start the analysis of Algorithm I by presenting its properties when the

following assumption is satisfied.

HWdusfs 1: Every unit in S is tested by at least r other units in S.

We now show that when Hypothesis I is satifed, the set FA 1pnerated by

Algorithm I contains only faulty units.

Laamm 2: If (i) S is a BOM model, (ii) Hypothesis 1 is satied, and
*-(iiu) IFSl 1 r, then FA C Fs.

Proof: (i) Assume that IH 1UH 2 UH 3 I T . In that case, Algorithrn 1 stops

in Step and FA - S - V - H1 UH 2 UH3. Two case are possible: either

IFsI < ior IFsI -.
(La) Assurne that IFs I < T. Let u, be a nonfaulty unit. By assumption,

-eON unit is tested by at least T other units and the fact that IF$ I < r impties

that u, is tested by at least one nonfaulty unit, say uj. Thus, If u, is nonfaulty,

Sa unit uj exists so that (u,uj) is in TD,a - 0, and it follows that V contains

- the indim of all the nonfaulty units In S. Now let ul be a faulty unit.

.-
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Hypotsis I and the fact that iiF I < -r imply that us is tested by at least one

unit u1 in V ad a -1. It follows that H, - Fs, V and H, form apartition

for S, S -V - HI, and thusF -FS.

( b) Assum now that IF, I - r. In that case Lmma I implimmediaty

thatFs - HIUH 2 UH 3 - S -V - FA .

(ii) Assurme now that IH 1 UH 2 UHII > '. By umption, RS I T, and

thus, using Lenma 1, we may conclude that H1 I UH 2 1 Thus, O=

anin, two cas am possible: either |HIUH21 - ?or IlIHUH21 < 7.

(iLa) Assume that IHIUH21 --. In that case, Algorithm 1 stops in Step 3

and FA - HI UH 2. Lemma I implies immediately that IFs 0 must be equal to

Tand that F - F.

(iLb) Assum now that IH1 UH2I < 'r. In that case, Algorithm 1 stops in

Step 4 amdFA -HILUH 2U(H 3fX). Lt i be nH 3fX and let u! anduk be

units that satisfy part (i) and (iii in the definition of the set X. Suppose that

su, and uk are both nonfaulty. All the units that test u, and those that test uk

ae then faulty. The unit uk is tested by at least one unit that does not test ui

and therefore, the assumption that both u, and Uk are nronfaulty implies that at

least + I units are faulty. This is impossible, and thus, if us is nonfaulty, uk

must be faulty. The unit uk does not test the unit ul, and the fact that u, is in

H3 implies that u, does not test uk. Thus, if ui is assuned to be nonfaulty, we

must conclude that at least r + 1 units ate faulty. Owe again, this is impossi-

. dbie; Therefom, the unit u, must be faulty - i.e., u, must be in Fs. We already

Im-w fron Lemma I that H1 and H 2 are subsets of FS , and thus, we may con-

dude that HI UH2 U(H3ff X) is inFs, i.e., that FA is a subset of Fs.

o •In their 1976 paper, Barsi, Graxoni and Maestrini [1] proposed a condi-
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tion on the test digraph TD that insures -fault diagnosabllty. Using our nota-

tion, we will now repeat that msumption and show that it may be used to

insure that Fs is foum by Algorithm I

.fjpodw 2: If the units u and u1 are in W and if u and u1 test each other,

then u or u or both are inX.

fnmnma 3: If (i) S is a BGM model, (ii) Hypotheses 1 and 2 am satisfied,

(ii) IFs I < r, (iv) IH1 UH2UH 3 1 > r and (v) IHUH2IU < r, thenH 3 Q

W , IFsI - r andH 1 UH 2 U(W3nX) - Fs.

Proof:(i) Let u, be a unit in H 3. Every unit in S that ets u, find u faulty

(otherwise u, would be in V). No unit in V tests u, (otherwise u, would be in

H1). The unit u, cannot be tested by more than r other units (otherwise u,

would be in H2), and thus, Hypothesis 1 implies that u, is tested by exactly ,

other units. We may conclude that every unit in H 3 is tested by exactly 7 other

units that must be in H 1 UH 2 UH 3.

We have assumed that IHI JH 2 1 < r, and therefore, if u, is in H 3, Ui must

be tested by at least one other unit uj also in H 3. If u, does not test u1 , then

uj is tested and found faulty by a set of r units that does not include u,, and uj

tests and fids u, faulty. It is clear that L (uj) > r, and thus uj must be in H 2.

This contradicts the fact that uj is in H3 and therefore we may corlude that q,

. estsu,. Ever unit inH 3 is inW and thusH 3 C W.

(ii) Suppose that IF, I < r. Part (La) of the proof of Lemma 2 shows that H,

- Fs and V and H 1 form a partion for S. Thus, H2 and H 3 ae empty and

I IUH 2 UH 3 1 < r. This contradicts the fact that 11H, UH 2 UH 3 1 > 7, and

we may conclude that IF$ I -

(iii) Suppose that a unit u, exists so that u is in H 3 but is not in X. The unit

S%
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ui s tested by exatly T other units that must be i H1 UH 2 UH 3. It foUlOWs

thatu, is tested by at least - IHIUH 211 units inH 3. Hypothesis 2 then

implies that all those units in H 3 (and thus in W )that est u must be In X.

We may then condude that IH3 rXiI - -HI H 2 1. The fact that the

setsH 1, H 2 andH 3 are disjoint then implies that JIH 1UH 2 U(fH3fX) mI.

We have proved that OF, I - r, from Letmm 2, we know that

H 1UH2 U(H3X)I Q F, and it follows that HUH2 U(H3nX) - Fs.

(iv) Suppose that all units inH 3 are also inX. In that case, H 3 rX -H 3 and
Lemma I implies immediately thatHI UH 2 U(H 3 (lX) - FS.

Using LAmmas 2 and 3, we may then obtain the following result.

Them 1 If (i) S is a BGM model, (ii) Hypotheses I and 2 are satisfied, and

IFs I <?, then the set F, genrated by Algorithm I is equal to FS.

It is known that if a BGM model is r-diagnasable, then Hypotheses 1 and

2 are satisfied [M]. Hece, we obtain the main result of the paper.

Thwrn 2: Let S be ar-diagnosable BGM fault model and let Fs be the set of

faulty units in S. If IFs] I < , then the set F generated by Algorithm I is

equal to FS.

Refereme [51 contains a comprehensive bibliography concerning system

level fault models and some additional results concerning Algorithm 1. For

example, it is shown that if S is a BGM model, Hypothesis I is satisfied and no

two units test each other [2, Theorem 11, then Hypothesis 2 is automatkally

I satised and Algorithm I always stop in either Step I or 3 whenever IFs I

r . Note that Holt has obtained diagnosability results and some diagnosis algo-

rithms for a system level fault model that is related to the 13GM model [31, [4].

Io
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